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Introduction
Data stored in computers is growing in volume very rapidly indeed with data being collected in scientific as well as business domains.
Though the collection and generation of data is on the increase (e.g. from the Human Genome Project [FASM94]), techniques for using the data in beneficial ways are slow to develop.
Most of the data being collected is never analyzed and ends up on archive files, which are perhaps never to be re-opened.
The realization that hidden within these masses of data is useful knowledge which can
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But such a discovery system is not a viable option as the amount of knowledge that can be discovered from a data set far exceeds the amount of data. In fact this would effectively entail the use of another tool to discover knowledge, this time from the large amounts of knowledge discovered by a Data Mining tool. A more realistic discovery tool has within it a role for the human. Figure 1 shows our model for a Data Mining tool.
The user provides two kinds of information: 
where, A is~he frame of discernment of Antecedents and C is the frame of discernment of Consequent and n(Y) ]s the number of tuples satisfying the antecedent and n is the number of tuples in the data from which the rule has been discovered and M Based on the three rule mass functions defined above we can define three ar.filter operators ml,~m2, Jm3. coar : 2°---+ 2n
where~is the frame of discernment at a lower level of the HG-Tree and fl is the frame of discernment at a higher level of the HG-Tree Thus for the example in Figure 2 Such factors are referred to as Environment-Based Constraints (EBC) within EDM. While AR-rufes and HG-Trees are useful in pruning the search space and rule space, EBCS are used to discover more accurate knowledge. Static Pruning reduces the search space before the discovery algorithm is applied on the data. The static pruning techniques include incorporation of Domain Knowledge -AR-rules and HG-Trees and Syntactic Constraints [AGRA93] .
We have already discussed in the previous section how Domain Knowledge can be used to prune the search space. Defining syntactic constraints reduces the dimensionality of the search space by selecting a subset of attributes of interest from the set of all attributes. This is very important as most discovery algorithms can achieve a linear scalability with respect to number of tuples but are nonlinear with respect to the number of attributes in the data set. Dynamic Pruning takes place during the execution of the discovery algorithm.
As knowledge is discovered, based on the discovered knowledge parts of the search space that have been covered or already disregarded by the algorithm are pruned.
4.2
Pruning the Rule Space
The rule space is constrained by associating different measures with a rule and then setting minimum acceptable values for them. In section 2 we specified three different nleasures that are commonly associated with rules. These were the uncertainty, support and interest ingness or utility of the rule.
Minimum and maximum limits on uncertainty, sup port and interestingness can be specified and used to prune the rule space. Also specifying AR-rules and antecedent attributes of interest reduces the rule space.
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The Effect of Domain Knowledge on STRIP in this section we discuss the effect of using domain knowledge in a Data Mining application in the actuariaf domain. The data set had 28 attributes of which we picked 9 attributes that were of particular interest. Table 1 were discovered. Table 3 shows some example rules found bv the STRIP algorithm. Table 2 can be used to reduce the number of riles discovered. We used the same data and domain knowledge in the above dkcovery by STRIP but changed the syntactic constraint to Antecedent attributes Age-of-driver, Car~roup and Car-age. This reduced the number of possible rules to be discovered from 67251 rules to 79 rules. An example rule is given in Table 4 . Without using domain knowledge we would be swamped with rules with a small support. 
